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1. AN INEQUALITY FOR CONTINUOUS MARTINGALES 
Theorem 1 below is a by-product of the continuous martingale inequalities 
obtained in [5], using the technique of enlargment of filtrations. The main 
purpose of this paper is to give an entirely new proof and some extensions of 
Theorem 1; some global stability properties of classes of processes which 
satisfy Kolmogorov’s criterion (Km) (see Section 3) play a crucial role in our 
proof. 
THEOREM 1. Let k E IO, 00 [, and p E 11, co[. There exists a constant 
Ck,p such that for any positive, finite variable L, and any continuous local 
martingale (X,),,, , with X(0) = 0, we have 
(1) Er(X*(L))kl Q ck., il(x>t’21i~, 
(2) E[(x):‘21 < Ck,p iitx*tL))” tip, 
where X*(t) = supSCt IX(s)l, and ((X),) is the increasing process ofX. 
We remark that although it is obviously impossible to take p = 1 in 
inequalities (1) and (2), these ersatz of the Burkholder-Gundy inequalities 
may be just as useful, in the case where we have to deal with times L which 
are not stopping times. 
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An application of (1) and (2) to the asymptotic behaviour of Bessel 
processes, the dimension of which grows to +co, is contained in [5]. 
Before we discuss Theorem 1 any further, we show how (2) is easily 
deduced from (1). For the sake of clarity, we only give the proof of (2) for 
k = 1. From the identity X: = 2 ji X, dX, + (X),, we get, for any r > 1 
Jw3;‘*1< 2E ( x,a, [ 1: ll’*+lxLl] 
<C, /E [ (~~X~d(X),)r’4]“r+E[~X,J1 1 (from (l), with k=i) 
< c,{E[(X*(L))“*(X)~‘4]“r + E[X*(L)] }. 
Now, let r E 11, 2[, r’ = 2/r, and q’ be the conjugate of r’. Holder’s 
inequality implies 
mXx’*l G crw*(m7~,2 + ww*1”* Ilx*wII:~~,*~. 
By a usual argument on second order inequalities, we get 
Finally, rq’/2 = r/(2 - r) takes any value p E ] 1, co [, as r runs through 
] 1,2[. Now, in order to end the proof of Theorem 1, it remains to prove (l), 
and it is sufficient, using time change, to restrict ourselves to the case where 
X is Brownian motion (then, (X), & t). The main aim of the rest of the paper 
is to determine precisely which properties of Brownian motion imply (1). As 
a consequence of this study, we obtain estimates about some modulus of 
continuity for processes which satisfy Kolmogorov’s continuity criterion (see 
(K”) below). A conclusion of the work is that (1) finally has very little to do 
with the martingale property, and that the adequate extension of (1) [see 
Theorem 31 to “Kolmogorov processes” (i.e., processes which satisfy (K”)) 
is quite natural. 
2. A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR 
A UNIVERSAL INEQUALITY 
The properties of Brownian motion which imply (1) are described in the 
following theorem, where the reader may take a = 4, and replace (A(t)) by 
B*(t) = supSC1 III(s)], with B Brownian motion. 
THEOREM 2. Let a > 0, and (A(t)),,, be a continuous increasing 
process, with A(0) = 0. For any c > 0, note A,(t) = cA(t/c”), where CT = a- ‘. 
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The following assertions are equivalent: 
(3i) for any p > 1, there exists cp such that for any variable L > 0, 
W(L)1 Q cp IIL”llp91 
(3ii) for any k > 1, for any E > 0, there exists C,,, such that for any 
x > 0, 
(3ii’) for any k > 1, for any E > 0, there exists CL,, such that for any 
c > 0, 
II 
A,(t) 
YP 1 + tat& II < q,. k 
Under any of these conditions, there exists, for any k > 0, and p > 1, ciSk 
such that for any variable L > 0, 
(3i’) 
The equivalence of (3ii) and (3ii’) is an immediate consequence of the 
following remarks: 
(a) for any increasing process (HI), one has 
@I xe sup A(u) A,(t) u+E=sup-, 
u>x u t>1 t=+& 
where c = l/x”. 
We now prove Theorem 2 by showing (3i) =+ (3ii’) 2 (3i’). 
ProoJ (3i)=z- (3ii’). Since for any c > 0, A, satisfies (3i) without 
changing the constants (c,,p > l), it is sufficient o prove 
(4) 
with a constant CL,, which depends only on k, E, and (c,, p > 1). Now, we 
’ Remark that if A ) 0 is not increasing, but satisfies (3i), then A * also satisfies (3i), since 
A*(L)=A(L*), with L*=su~(~<L:A(I)=A*(L)}. 
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remark that in order to prove (4), we need only show that, for any fixed 
6 > 0, there exists Ci,,= C((c,J; k, E, 6) such that for any variable L > 1 
(4’) 
More generally, consider g: [ 1, co [ -+ [ 1, co [, a strictly increasing, one-to-one 
function. We have 
1 
I/P 
forany p> 1. 
The last inequality follows from (3i), with z = L . I,, and r = 
(A(L)/g(L) > x; l/g(L) > A}. We now obtain P(A(L)/g(L) > x} < 
C,P(A(L)/g(L) > x)‘Ip( l/x), where 
C8zl:drl (g-r (+)iacp; for g(x)=x”+‘, C,istinite. 
Finally, if q is the conjugate of p, we get 
and so 
(4’) is now obtained by taking q = k + 6. 
(3ii’) ti (3i’). This is an easy consequence of the crucial 
LEMMA. Let k > 0, and IJJ: R + + R + be a Young function.* Suppose 
there exists an increasing function g,: R + + R + such that for all c > 0, and 
all variables L > 0, we have 
* This presentation is too general for our immediate purpose, but may be helpful for further 
refinements of our inequalities. 
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Then, we have 
(6) -WWkl < g,(l) llLkaIlrl,’ 
where 11 . lIti is the Luxemburg norm associated with ye, 
Proof: From hypothesis (5), one obtains, for any E > 0 
Note d = ck, and L = E/c’. We have 
The proof is now ended by taking d = l/II Lk” I($. 
The implication (3ii’) S- (3i’) now follows, since we have, for every r > 1 
E[(A,(L))k] < C(l + E[Lk’“+ ‘)‘]“‘), 
where C s C(k, (x, E, r; (CL,,),, ,). Therefore, for any p > 1, we may apply 
the lemma, since (5) is satisfied with v(x) = xp, by choosing E and r such 
that (a + e)r= ap. (In fact, for any given E > 0 such that E < a(p - I), there 
exists r E r(e, p) > 1, solution of (7) (a + e)r = ap.) 
3. APPLICATION TO THE MODULUS OF CONTINUITY OF PROCESSES 
WHICH SATISFY KOLMOGOROV’S CONTINUITY CRITERION 
Let (X(t), t > 0) be a family of real-valued variables which satisfy 
X(0) = 0, and 
E[IX(t)-X(s)lk] <#(k)lt-slk’2 (s, t 2 01, (Km) 
for a given function 4: IO, 03 [ + 10, co [. 
Kolmogorov’s celebrated theorem then implies the existence of a 
continuous process (f(t), t > 0) such that, for any t > 0, P(X(t) = z(t)) = 1. 
Therefore, we may, and we will, suppose from now on that (X(t), t > 0) is a 
continuous process. We denote by X0 the set of continuous processes which 
satisfy (P). It is well known that Brownian motion is an element of X0*, 
for a certain (* . Moreover, Brownian motion is stable under time scaling, as 
well as time inversion; these are two often used properties of Brownian 
motion, which have the following analogs for the class X@, as a whole 
(8a) for any 6 > 0, and X E X*, we have 
a, = (SX(t/S’); t > 0) E A?, 
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(8b) if XEZ’“, then 2 e (tX( l/t), t > 0) E .Z ;, with J(k) = 
2’k- “‘(b(k). 
(We remark that X is a priori only defined for t > 0; but since X satisfies 
(Xi) for s, t > 0, X(0) = 0 is the Lk (and a.s.) lim, lo X(s)). 
We are now in a position to prove 
THEOREM 3. Let X E .Z’@, for some 4. For any a E IO, $1, note 
FZQW = sup 
IX(a) - XWl 
O(o<b<r la -bll’2-” . 
Then, for any k > 0, and any p E ] 1, co [, there exists C,, = C(k, p, a, () such 
that for any variable L > 0 
(9) JwLwwY1 G cp IILk” lip. 
Note that, for a = f, (9) becomes 
(9’) JY(X*w)kl G c, lILk’211p9 
so that (1) is a particular case of (9). 
We also obtain, as another consequence of (9) 
(9”) 
where the constant C, is the same as in (9). Indeed, if L* = sup{r < L: 
/X(t)1 =X*(L)}, we have 
E [ (g!%)*]~E [ (~~2~~,)“]cc,ll~L*~““ll,cc,llL*“ll~. 
Now (9”) is the analog of the ratio inequalities proved in ([3,4]) for say, 
(X,) Brownian motion, L a stopping time, and p = 1. 
Proof. (1) To sirffplify our notation, we note A(t) for ZI,(X)(t). We 
remark that A, = fl=(X,), where A,(t) s CA@/&, and z&(t) s SX(t/S’), with 
6 = c’/2a. 
Moreover, from (8a), for any 6 > 0, and X E Z’@, we have zS E A? @; 
therefore, because of the equivalence of (3i’) and (3ii’), to prove (9) it 
suffices to show for any k > 1, and E > 0 
II II 
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where C;,, depends only on k, a, E, and the function 4 which appears in the 
expression of (K”). 
(2) The weaker inequality 
(10’) IP (1 Ilk G G 
is an easy consequence of the following version of the Garsia-Rodemich- 





dx dy I%4 - X(Ylk 
0 0 Ix- yy+* i 
O<u<&l . 
1 
Taking care of constants, it is now easy to obtain, for 0 < a < 4 
(lo’i) ltAtl)ilk = Iln,(x)(l)llk = %MWk) (k+ a> 
(see [ 1, Formula (3d)], for instance). 
(3) To deduce (10) from (lo’), we first use the time-inversion property 
(8b) if X E Z”, then 2 E Xi. 
For any a E 10, l/2], we note simply fi= for n,(Z)( 1). 
Let 1 < t < s < A. From the definition of fit (0 < E < a), we have 
and also ]X(s)] < ri,s ‘I* + ‘. 
The first inequality can be rewritten as 
~SX(C)-fx(s)~~~i,(st)“*+~~f-S~~‘*-~. 
Then 
IX(t) - X(s)1 = $1 sX(t) - sX(s)l < $1 sir(t) - Lx(s)1 +y IX(s)1 
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For s, t < 1, we have IX(f) -X(S)] < IT, ] t - sI”*-~. Moreover, if s < 1 < 
tG-4 
Ix(t) -WI < MO -WI + IW) - aI 
<2ji,]t- 1]“2-“A”+E+ZZ,]l -s]“*-” 
< If--s1 1’2--u(2fi7, + l7,) Au+‘. 
Gathering these estimates, we have shown, for 0 < E < a < 4 
(11) n&WA ) Q @A, + n,) A a + ‘3 
and (10) is now a consequence of (10’). The proof of Theorem 3 is ended. 
Finally, for X Brownian motion, an order of magnitude of the constant C,, 
which appears in (9), and also in (l), is 
(12) c,=o ((p-11)x/2) (P+ 11, 
a result already proved in [5], by completely different methods. 
We obtain (12) here by taking E = a((p - 1)/2) in (7) and (ll), by using 
the lemma, and finally the estimate Q(k) Ilk = O(k”‘) (k + co), where 4(k) = 
wt w )I”)* 
We have also remarked that our method of proof allows us to extend 
Theorem 3 to processes which satisfy (Kt): E[ IX(t) - X(s)lk] < +4(k) ] t - s] ‘“, 
for a given u < 1 (simply replace 4 everywhere by u in the statement of 
Theorem 3). The details are left to the reader. 
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